ABSTRACT
Introduction
The Gaia mission is a big step in increasing knowledge of our surroundings in the Universe. This mission, launched on 19th December 2013, will result in a map of one billion stars in our part of the Milky Way galaxy. We will know the positions and velocities of these objects and thanks to that, we will be able to study the future and past spatial motions of stars in the solar neighbourhood. This knowledge will be invaluable for research on the origin of long-period comets (LPCs). When Oort formulated his hypothesis about a cloud of cometesimals surrounding the solar system (Oort 1950) , he identified close stellar encounters as the only source of observable LPCs. Now we know other mechanisms delivering LPCs to the inner part of the solar system, such as Galactic perturbations (see for example Dybczyński 2005; Kaib et al. 2009 ), but stellar encounters are still one of the most important and most discussed. Our previous results (Dybczyński & Berski 2015, hereafter DB15) suggested that the accuracy of determination of close stellar encounters should increase drastically due to Gaia results, and this work serves as a good example.
On September 14th, Data Processing Consortium Executive (DPACE) published the first Gaia catalogue (Gaia DR1, Gaia Collaboration 2016a) based on observations collected between 25 July 2014 and 16 September 2015. One of the components of this catalogue is the Tycho Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS, Michalik et al. 2015) . TGAS contains five astrometric parameters (α, δ, µ α * ,µ δ and π, with their uncertainties and covariance matrices) for more than two million objects. It contains 1 963 415 stars from Tycho 2 catalogue (Høg et al. 2000) and 93 635 objects from Hipparcos 2 catalogue (van Leeuwen 2007).
One of the recognised future visitors of the solar system vicinity is Gliese 710. This object was studied in all previous works on this topic, see for example Mullari & Orlov (1996) , Dybczyński & Kankiewicz (1999) , García-Sánchez et al. (2001) , Dybczyński (2006) . It is a K-dwarf with an estimated mass of 0.61 Solar masses, and its influence on LPCs orbits has been tested by many authors (Dybczyński & Królikowska 2015; Feng & Bailer-Jones 2015) . Based on pre-Gaia data, its minimum distance from the Sun was estimated to be approximately 59 817 AU (Dybczyński & Berski 2015; Bailer-Jones 2014; Jiménez-Torres et al. 2011; García-Sánchez et al. 2001) . Now, with the new data this distance shrinks to only approximately 13 kAU, making it the closest approaching star to our Sun within 10−20 Myr of the present day.
In the following section we present the method used to determine the minimum distance and the time of the closest approach, as well as how the accuracy of this solution was estimated. In Sect. 3 we describe the results of our calculations and the comparison with previous results, based mostly on HIP 2 catalogue. In Sect. 4 we discuss the probable effects of this event, and in the last section we present some conclusions.
Methodology
In this section we present, in general, the methods used to determine new parameters of close stellar approaches. The details of the numerical integration, that is, the frame of reference and equations of motion used, are described in DB15 (Sects. 2.1 and 2.3). In Sect. 2.2 of quoted work we describe in detail the process of drawing a stellar clone. A&A 595, L10 (2016) The first task after the publication of Gaia DR1 was to find stars approaching the Sun at distances closer than 2 pc. We performed this in a few steps, as follows:
The first step was to find the minimum distance within the rectilinear motion approximation, obtained from simple analytical formulas. To do this, we needed five astrometric parameters and radial velocities; but radial velocities from the Gaia mission will be published in the second release. Instead of searching radial velocities for all Gaia stars, we filtered out 99 per cent of them by assuming some artificial but large velocity of 100 km s −1 . This assumption follows from statistics: most stars have much smaller radial velocity, and all close approaching stars with that velocity would have much smaller minimum distance than in reality. Since we are interested in both past and future proximities, the sign of this assumed radial velocity is not important. Additionally, to make sure that we did not miss out any stars, we considered all stars with minimum distance (D l ) smaller than 10 pc in the following step. After this first step we obtained approximately 26 thousand candidate stars from more than two million objects in TGAS.
Then we searched for radial velocities (RV) of all the objects with D l < 10 pc in the SIMBAD database 1 by means of our own software designed specifically for this purpose. If RV was not found for an object, it was removed from the list of potentially close approaching objects. Over six thousand radial velocities for candidate stars were found.
In the last step we numerically integrated the motion of the Sun and interesting objects in an axisymmetric gravitational potential model of the Galaxy taken from Irrgang et al. (2013; see DB15 for details). Then we calculated the motions of only those objects with the true values of RV and with D l smaller than 10 pc, without applying any criteria based on time, but typically we followed a star motion for few million years. As a result of this step we obtained a list of 34 stars, approaching and passing the Sun at a distance closer than 2 pc. At the top of this list we found Gliese 710, with the minimum distance obtained from numerical integration D min = 13 366 AU in 1.3538 million years from now.
To determine the accuracy of our results we cloned the star ten thousand times using the covariance matrix for five kinematic parameters (α,δ, µ α * ,µ δ and π). The radial velocity was drawn independently. Next, we numerically integrated all clones until their closest approach to the Sun, as in the previous step. The method of how to reconstruct covariance matrix from data in the catalogue is described in Sect. 5.1 of Gaia Collaboration (2016b). Using Cholesky decomposition, we obtained the matrix (G) required for drawing clones, related to the covariance matrix (C) by equation C = GG .
In DB15 we noticed that distributions of clones at the minimum distance from the Sun are more or less flat and can be presented in one plane. To find this plane of the maximum scatter of clones we use principal component analysis technique. This approach is described in DB15 (Sect. 2.4), see also Jolliffe (2002) .
Results

New close approach parameters of Gliese 710
After Gaia DR1 was published, Gliese 710 appeared to be the closest flyby star near the Sun and its minimum distance for the nominal solution (i.e. that obtained for original astrometric parameters from the catalogue) is only 13 366 AU from the Sun.
1 http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/ To evaluate the accuracy of this solution we added 10 000 clones of this star.
In Table 1 we present new results obtained from the analysis of 10 000 clones. We calculate the mean value of minimal distance D from the mean of the heliocentric positions (x, y, z). As for the time of passage, the mean value is simply the arithmetic mean, and in both cases the uncertainty is measured as the distance from the mean values containing 90% of the clones.
The mean proximity distance from the Sun is equal to the nominal solution and 90% of clones are placed within the radius of 6250 AU. Mean time of the closest approach is T = 1.3541 Myr, with an error of 0.0500 Myr and is slightly bigger than the nominal solution.
In Fig. 1 the distribution of clones for the new solution (green dots) is presented. The blue dot marks the position for nominal kinematic parameters and the red dot represents the position of the Sun. The distribution is laid out on the plane of the maximum clone scatter. The principal components analysis (see DB15 for details) was used to determine this plane.
At the moment of its closest approach, Gliese 710 will be one of the brightest objects on the night sky, with an apparent magnitude of V −2.742 (using absolute magnitude value of M V = 8.20; Koen et al. 2010) . Sirius, the brightest star today, has V −1.46; therefore this star will be more than three times brighter than Sirius, and will surpass the brightness of Jupiter and other planets apart from Venus.
Because of the small distance between Gliese 710 and the Sun in the epoch of close approach, the star will become the fastest observed object of the night sky among those outside of the solar system. Total proper motion will be five times greater than the actual proper motion of Barnard Star; it will reach almost one minute of arc per year (−51.992 arcs/yr) in right accession, and −5.514 arcs/yr in declination.
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Comparison of results with previous data
Gliese 710 is a well-known future visitor of the solar system. In our previous work (DB15), we estimated the minimum distance from the Sun to be 59 817 AU, with an uncertainty of over 72 000 AU, while in the work of Bailer-Jones (2014) the obtained minimum distance was 55 692 AU with an uncertainty of over 90 000 AU. The star's close passage was discussed in many previous papers on this topic, see for example Mullari & Orlov (1996) , Dybczyński & Kankiewicz (1999) , García-Sánchez et al. (2001), Dybczyński (2006) . In all these works the star is identified as one of the most important perturbers of the Oort Cloud in a period of ten million years either side of the present day. It has a very small proper motion; in Table 2 we can see that µ α * is in the range of formal error from HIP2 catalogue, but µ δ goes out of this range (for the sake of clarity we did not retain more than two decimal digits, but the differences in α and δ between the two sources are on the level of mas). The first results from Gaia mission give us the reversed sign in both components and this is the reason why the cloud of clones is on the opposite side of the Sun in respect to that derived from the data from the Hipparcos mission (see Fig. 2 ). Using data from the Gaia mission we obtained results that are ten times more accurate than from HIP2 catalogue, and the closest approaching clone passes the Sun at a distance as close as 2702 AU. 90% of clones will pass the Sun between 8250 and 19 038 AU from the Sun. The estimated most probable minimum distance is more than four times smaller than for nominal solution based on HIP2 data. Figure 2 shows how the diameter of the clone cloud has changed due to Gaia data. The new radius represents less then 10% of the old one based on HIP2. This shows the precision of Gaia observations. If we look at uncertainties of astrometric parameters, we see that they are 5 to 20 per cent of those from Hipparcos, and we must remember that they are from only one year of Gaia observations.
The influence on the Oort Cloud comets
The encounter with Gliese 710 should not have a significant influence on orbits of major bodies in the solar system, but this star will become a significant perturber for the Oort Cloud comets. The analysis below was performed for the nominal proximity distance of 13 365 AU, but we stress that the uncertainty is still on the level of 6250 AU, and stronger interactions remain possible.
We can extrapolate the expected comet end state probabilities obtained from simulations by Dybczyński (2002, see their Figs. 5 and 6) . The impulse strength parameter is γ 0.04 in this case. After the passage of Gliese 710, up to 0.1 percent of all Oort Cloud comets might be removed from the cloud, and up to 0.01 percent might be pushed into potentially observable orbits. The percentage of the comets lost from the cloud was fully confirmed in more elaborated simulations Dybczyński (2005) , where the simultaneous action of stellar and Galactic perturbations were taken into account. The timings and the spatial structure of the swarm of observable comets triggered by the Gliese 710 close passage was presented in Dybczyński (2006; see their Fig. 3) , based on the Hipparcos data and the extended simulations with Galactic, stellar and planetary perturbations taken into account. Here, we repeated those simulations with new encounter parameters, and the results are presented in Fig. 3 . The simulation method is fully described in the quoted paper; we only stress here that, before the Gliese 710 passage, we removed all potentially observable comets from the cloud, so none of the simulated observable comets presented in Fig. 3 would be obtained without the gravitational action of the star in question. Figure 3 can be directly compared with Fig. 3 from Dybczyński (2006) , except for the size of the simulated cometary cloud population, which is 40 times smaller here due to computer time limitations. We present spatial distribution (in Galactic coordinates) of observable comets triggered by Gliese 710 (upper part), as well as the time structure of this cometary shower (lower part). Much closer star passage described in this paper results in an observable comet stream containing 35 times the number of comets in comparison to results derived from Hipparcos data (after population rescaling). When we take into account the expected real population of the Oort Cloud (10 11 ) this means that Gliese 710 will trigger an observable cometary shower with a mean density of approximately ten comets per year, lasting for 3−4 Myr. Moreover, comets arriving during the first 0.6 Myr after the stellar passage (those triggered directly towards the Sun) will be concentrated near the star anti-perihelion direction (black dots and black part of the histogram). The remainder of observable comets will be highly dispersed over large regions of the celestial sphere. In Fig. 3 we show only the first 20 Myr after Gliese 710 passage.
Discussion
For decades Gliese 710 has been one of the best candidates for a future visitor in the vicinity of the solar system, but before the first Gaia data release its published close approach parameters had large uncertainties. Bailer-Jones (2014) found it to be 90 756 AU for 95% of clones with an average distance of 55 691 AU. In DB15, this distance amounted to 72 193 AU for 90% of clones with mean position of 59 817 AU from the Sun. Thanks to the Gaia mission we can determine the minimum distance with an uncertainty of 6188 AU for the average distance of only 13 407 AU from the Sun, which makes this star the closest known future visitor near to the Sun.
Soon after Gaia DR1 was published, the work of Stassun & Torres 2016 was released. The authors suggested that the parallaxes from Gaia have a systematic offset of −0.25 mas in the sense that they are too small. This conclusion is based on a study of more than one hundred inferred parallaxes in a well-studied binary system. If we include this offset in our calculation, the minimum distance for Gliese 710 decreases to 12 788 AU from the Sun and takes place 10 000 years earlier.
The g parameter, defined by Feng & Bailer-Jones (2015) , is a kind of measure of the influence of close encounters on Oort Cloud objects. For this star it is equal to 12.09 M pc −2 km −1 s. This shows that new parameters make this event the strongest disrupting encounter in the future and history of the solar system. The new value is 20 times greater then the old one of 0.60 M pc −2 km −1 s from Feng & Bailer-Jones (2015) . In the quoted work, the highest g parameter was found for HIP 85605 (g = 3.12 M pc −2 km −1 s), but this star does not have a credible astrometric solution (DB15, Bailer-Jones 2014). In the TGAS catalogue there is also no data for this object, so for now we can not say anything new in this case.
Conclusion
Based on the first data from the ESA space mission Gaia we have found new parameters of the close approach of Gliese 710. From our calculations we can expect that this star will have the strongest influence on the Oort Cloud objects in the next ten million years, and even in last several million years there has not been any such important object near the Sun. At minimum distance, this star will be the brightest and the fastest object on the night sky formed outside the solar system. The flyby of Gliese 710 will generate a large flux of new LPCs and many of them will be able to reach the inner part of the solar system.
It should be stressed that such a significant correction of Gliese 710 proximity parameters is mainly due to new proper motions obtained from Gaia results. As stated in Gaia Collaboration (2016a) these new proper motions are highly superior to those from Hipparcos or Tycho-2, especially for a single star. This means that proximity parameters presented here are close to reality.
These results additionally show how important the Gaia mission is for the knowledge of the solar neighbourhood. Results based on the first year of work of this spacecraft have significantly improved the accuracy of close stellar approach parameters. We can now expect that after the final data release we will be able to describe the history and future of such phenomena, including also small objects such as brown dwarfs, etc.
